ELKIN 2012 Tsukuba, Japan

Direction to the Venue – University Hall A at University of Tsukuba
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1. Position of Tsukuba City

Tsukuba city is 60km north from Tokyo.
Get transportation for “Tsukuba Center” then take “The University of Tsukuba Loop-line On-campus Bus” for the Venue “University Hall A at University of Tsukuba”.

![Map of Tsukuba and surrounding areas showing transport routes and distances.]
2. How to Get to Tsukuba Center

2-1. Direction from Tokyo area to Tsukuba Center.

(1) Take **Tsukuba Express (train)** at “Akihabara station” to “Tsukuba station” then go to “Tsukuba Center” on foot (1 min.).

(2) Take JR Joban Line (train) at “Ueno station” to “Tsuchiura statation” (Limited express) or “Hitachino-Ushiku” station (Local train) then take Bus to “Tsukuba Center”.

(3) Take High-way Bus at “Tokyo station” for “Tsukuba Center”.

   Get a ticket at Yaesu South Exit Bus stand No.5.

2-2. Direction from International Airport to Tsukuba Center.

(1) Narita International Airport

   Take Bus at **“Narita Airport Termina-1 or Terminal-2”** for “Tsukuba Center”.

(2) Tokyo International Airport (Haneda Airport)

   Take Bus at Tokyo Airport Terminal for “Tsukuba Center”. 
3. Tsukuba Center → University Hall A at University of Tsukuba

Take “The University of Tsukuba Loop-line On-campus Bus - Migi-Mawari” at “No.6 terminal of Tsukuba Center” for “Tsukuba Daigaku Chuou” and getting off “Daigaku Kaikan Mae” which is the nearest bus stop for the Venue (University Hall A).
(The Bus “Migi-Mawari”, “Hidari-Mawari” go to “Daigaku Kaikan Mae” bus stop.)

The University of Tsukuba Loop-line On-campus Bus route
(Getting off at “Daigaku kaikan mae” bus stop to arrive University Hall A(venue))
Around the Venue (University Hall A)

See Web page for more information.  http://www.tsukuba.ac.jp/english/access/map_south.html